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DNA/nucleosome MD simulations on a parallel high-performance grid
Management of users and jobs as well as accounting and billing
SMD simulation of a 44 base pair long DNA segment over 50 ps. The complete 
simulation was performed in a water box with ions, to neutralize the charges of 
the DNA (not visualized). In the middle of the DNA, an atom was selected and a 
pulling force (to the right) was applied resulting in bending.
Heterogeneous high-performance requirements for parallel applications
The hardware and software requirements for parallel applications 
depend on the problem size, type and the number particles / param-
eters, the degree of parallelization possible, the load balancing over 
different processors / memory, the calculation type and the input / 
output and storage amount. These determine the suitability of a 
hardware and software solution optimizing the hardware use. Com-
putational time is the meta-parameter for optimization. The
interaction with users, the management of jobs, accounting, and bill-
ing, are getting increasingly important and make further optimiza-
tions necessary. Thus, parallel high-performance grid computing 
has to combine the challenges of optimizing a dedicated problem 
within a heterogeneous hardware setting with the right manage-
ment. By combination of small grid jobs with huge parallel jobs, 



























Speedup of an MD simulation of an 
entire nucleosome with 2.5x105 atoms 
at different clusters. The speedup for all 
clusters was normalize for 32 cores as 1. 
Linear scaling is under normal condi-
tions the optimum (red). The speedup 
depends besides the used algorithm 
mainly on the hardware (HLRN-II: green; 
Jugene: blue; JUMP: blue) and shows 
quite big differences which are important 
for the hardware choice. 
The maximum resource efficiency in parallel high-performance in-
frastructures can be reached by advanced user management. This 
involves information about the grid resources and their technical ca-
pabilities for parallel jobs, education on parallelization in general, 
the simultaneous optimization of applications towards several dedi-
cated hardware, and technical and psychological training how trivial 
and nontrivial parallel jobs run in the grid and how this influences 
the overall meta-performance of the system. The accounting and 
billing in parallel high-performance grids also needs new strategies, 
due to the information aggregation over different cores, and the 
more complex accounting structure. During the waiting time for the 
necessary amount of cores, small parallel or trivial filler jobs can be 
executed. This is very similar but more complex than for grid visual-
ization approaches. For billing, this suggests a variety of opportuni-
ties, where the price can be coupled to the accounting via an inte-
grative model with weighted scenarios. Vice versa also the pricing 
can be used to put pressure on the user to optimize his application 
concerning the provider goal to run the resource at the optimum.
MD system Cluster Nodes Time (h)
DNA (8.5x104 atoms, SMD)
Nucleosome (2.5x105 atoms, MD)




















A) Nucleosome in a box with water molecules and ions in a VDW visualization. B) 
Start structure of a nucleosome for an MD simulation (water/ions not shown). The 
DNA is wrapped around the histone core. C) Same nucleosome as in B) but after 
20 ns of simulation. Changes in the DNA and histone tails are clearly visible.
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In the life-science and health-care sectors demanding IT and especially large scale grid resources are needed to analyze huge and 
complex systems. We showed here with MD simulations of different sizes, how the presence of large grid clusters within grid in-
frastructures allows now parallel high-performance grid computing efficiently and thus combines the benefits of dedicated 
super-computing centres and grid infrastructures. Therefore, accounting and billing can be used to motivate the 
users to use the hardware in a most efficient way, which not allway results in shortest computation times. 
Thus, we combined classic with parallel high-performance grid usage, while increasing the effi-
ciency of IT resource providers. This is beyond the mere “yes-we-can” a great opportunity 
for the life-science and health-care sectors and allows reaching the maximum 
resource efficiency.
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The hardware and software requirements for parallel applications depend on the problem size, type and the 
number particles / parameters, the degree of parallelization possible, the load balancing over different processors 
/ memory, the calculation type and the input / output and storage amount. These determine the suitability of a 
hardware and software solution optimizing the hardware use. Computational time is the meta-parameter for 
optimization. The interaction with users, the management of jobs, accounting, and billing, are getting 
increasingly important and make further optimizations necessary. Thus, parallel high-performance grid 
computing has to combine the challenges of optimizing a dedicated problem within a heterogeneous hardware 
setting with the right management. By combination of small grid jobs with huge parallel jobs, CPU/core usage 
efficiencies > 99.9% can be reached. In the life-science and health-care sectors demanding IT and especially 
large scale grid resources are needed to analyse huge and complex systems. We showed here with MD 
simulations of different sizes, how the presence of large grid clusters within grid infrastructures allows now 
parallel high-performance grid computing efficiently and thus combines the benefits of dedicated super-
computing centres and grid infrastructures. Therefore, accounting and billing can be used to motivate the users to 
use the hardware in a most efficient way, which not allways results in shortest computation times. Thus, we 
combined classic with parallel high-performance grid usage, while increasing the efficiency of IT resource 
providers. This is beyond the mere “yes-we-can” a great opportunity for the life-science and health-care sectors 
and allows reaching the maximum resource efficiency. 
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